


ABSTRACT 

Travel - one of the most critical fuels to human inspiration, and a primary reason many of us 
have had to work all year round. The ability to travel to destinations we want to see and 
experience the world from vastly different locations is something that is important to our 
modern civilization. We grow up with a desire to see the world in the short time we have on 
it, but unfortunately, wishes are not horses – or plane tickets as the case may be. 

It is one thing to want to travel far and wide, but it is something else altogether to put together 
the necessary money to make our travel dreams a reality. From Airsave Travel’s beginnings 
in 2015 as a business focused on helping people save money on trips, The Airsave Travel 
Coin (ASTC), with its exclusive travel partner STA Travel (www.statravel.co.uk), is now on 
the cusp of revolutionizing how ordinary people can save for travel. Bringing real-world 
money-saving expertise, together with the burgeoning power of blockchain technology, 
Airsave Travel enables users to save and earn money for all their trips – togASTer. 

The foundational principle of the blockchain as a peer-to-peer network that makes actual 
transactions possible by harnessing the vast power of distributed and shared open-source 
computing has been effectively restricted to simple buy-and-sell transactions and other 
essential interactions. Airsave Travel is changing all that by turning the blockchain into a tool 
that helps ordinary people earn real money for their travels, and does so collaboratively and 
transparently through a process called ‘Social Saving.’

Airsave Travel’s centralized version is available on the Apple App Store since July 2017. This 
app is built with a back-end system designed to track and manage earned virtual-points and 
real-world money through the admin panel when users save money for their travels with their 
friends. What this means is that the system effectively tracks all users’ referrals and travel 
earnings, which is paid out to users at four-month intervals: in STA Travel vouchers and fiat. 
More information about our product will be provided as you read along.

Read Airsave Travel’s one-pager here: LINK.
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CORE OBJECTIVE 

This whitepaper has been created to provide adequate insight into the following: 

By the end of this whitepaper, we hope to have provided necessary information about our Core 
Idea, Feasibility & Tokenomics, our Team and Our Roadmap. The provided information is to 
help you understand the idea behind Airsave Travel and the ecosystem of Airsave Travel Coin 
(ASTC). It is advised that you carefully read through the content of this white paper to fully 
understand how our platform works.  This whitepaper is designed to provide you with enough 
information about our product so that you can quickly decide on whether or not you want to 
invest in our platform and participate in the launch of our ICO. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Airsave Travel is not a travel organization company. We are a social saving platform designed 
to help people save and earn for travels. With Airsave Travel Coin (ASTC), users can get better 
decentralization, transparency, privacy, cost efficiency and the opportunity to use our token to 
save and earn money for travel. The Airsave Travel DApp (which is being built in 2018), allows 
better network participation. Our platform is designed for users to experience a meaningful, 
consistent, and more reliable way of saving and earning for travel.

Before we proceed further into the broader and more technical aspect of our platform, some 
terms will be repeated for reference in this paper that needs to be clearly defined. Knowing these 
terms will help you have a better understanding of how the Airsave Travel platform operates. 
The words are outlined below:

Blockchain: A blockchain is a distributed transaction ledger containing bits of information 
called ‘blocks.’ It is a method of storing and processing data that has taken the world by storm 
because of its unmatched security potential. Unlike regular centralized storage, information on 
a blockchain, it is not stored in a single location but somewhat present in every single client 
making transaction the blockchain network, where it is updated continuously. This means that 
once information is stored on a blockchain, it is effectively impossible to alter, as the technology to 
compromise millions of users at once and gain access to specific information does not yet exist. 
Thus, transactions conducted on blockchain networks are essentially immutable and impervious 
to interference.  

Cryptocurrency: A cryptocurrency is a representation of a digital asset which is stored on 
a blockchain. Unlike regular (fiat) currencies, cryptocurrencies are not centrally issued or 
managed, and they contain no information that can be used to identify individual users. The 
types and applications of cryptocurrencies vary, but the cryptocurrency discussed in this paper, 
that is Airsave Travel Coin (ASTC), is based on the Airsave Travel platform’s business 
operation. Unlike BTC and ETH, which are general-purpose cryptocurrencies, ASTC is 
currently only traded on the Airsave Travel platform.  

Fiat Currency: A fiat currency, money most people are familiar with, i.e., issued and backed 
by a government institution and regulated by a central bank. Unlike cryptocurrencies, fiat 
currencies (even when stored electronically), contain identifying information and are stored in 
centralized silos, making them a constant target for hackers and fraudsters. 
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WHY BLOCKCHAIN? 

✓ Trustworthy exchange
  
Users can make transactions without the oversight or intermediation of a third party, actively reducing, 
or even eliminating, counterparty risk. Users are empowered as they are in control of all their 
information and transactions.  

✓  Durability, reliability and longevity

Thanks to the decentralized networks, blockchain does not have a central point of failure and is 
better able to withstand malicious attacks. 

✓  Safe, Transparent and immutable

Changes to public blockchain are viewable by all parties creating transparency, and all 
transactions are immutable, meaning they cannot be altered or deleted. Our platform is 
designed specifically to be fully transparent for users while offering a fairer deal. Safety 
within the marketplace is essential and needs to be evident within the industry; this is somewhat 
lacking at the present moment across all other platforms currently available online.  

✓  Systematic Recording

The ASTC ledger is an open-sourced verifiable record, which confirms that a transaction has 
followed the correct procedures. Users will have confidence that payments will be made instantly 
while recording the terms of the deal over the blockchain. This will bring transparency to the 
review process upon the platform. 

✓  Reduction in Transaction Costs

The blockchain allows us to move away from traditional methods of transaction fees. By using 
ASTC, this will significantly reduce the cost of a transaction, giving considerable savings to all 
users utilizing the ASTC platform.

✓  Reduction in Transaction Costs

A major highlight of the blockchain technology is its feature of devolution. This is the main 
reason we have decided to build Airsave Travel on the blockchain. Decentralized ASTC tokens 
will increase in value as opposed to saving and earning in fiat. 

> BUY NOW
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MARKET OVERVIEW 

Global tourist arrivals are expected to post a 4% CAGR over the 2014-2019 period driven by 
the Asia Pacific region. Global tourist arrivals are expected to reach 1.4 billion trips in 2019 
from 899 million in 2009.

Sales of travel products are expected to record healthy growth over the 2014-2019 period at a 
4% CAGR to reach US$2.7 trillion. Air is the leading category in travel, followed by hotels and 
other transport.

Online travel is currently experiencing rapid change with mobile channel, personalization, and 
peer-to-peer travel services being the main disruptors. The app environment offers more 
convenience and less choice than web searches.  

Expedia and The Priceline Group are driving consolidation in the OTA category. Their rise is 
posing a challenge to other intermediaries and direct suppliers, especially hotels. Trip Advisor 
and Google are entering the travel bookings space.  

The mobile channel is proliferating in the travel industry. Global mobile travel sales accounted 
for US$96 billion in 2014 and are expected to reach US$260 billion in 2019 that is 25% of total 
online travel bookings.

Based on the statistics, there is a constant rise in revenue generation within the travel and tourism 
market. However, a significant number of people who want to travel can barely afford the travel 
expenses. Airsave Travel was created to solve the problem for this set of people, providing them 
with a means to save and earn for travel using a cryptocurrency-based blockchain platform.

Currently, there is no other company offering any social travel saving service like Airsave Travel. 
This means that this is a unique offering and one which will prove attractive to a broad market of 
aspiring travellers.

As Airsave Travel makes use of existing social networks to grow its user base, we believe that 
there is a risk of one of the larger companies producing a competing service. However, the 
business models of Facebook and similar services are built around the acquisition of 
competitors, as demonstrated by their purchase of WhatsApp for $19bn and Instagram for 
$1bn. As such, competition from larger companies may present an opportunity for an extremely 
lucrative merger or acquisition. 

> BUY NOW
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INTRODUCING AIRSAVE TRAVEL 

Airsave Travel is an innovative social saving DApp, which rewards users for saving for their 
travels – with their online friends and social contacts. Before saving a small fixed fee in ASTC 
or fiat, users can test the DApp first, by saving and earning in crypto-points. Here they can track 
their savings balance, refer their friends and withdraw their savings and earnings as STA Travel 
vouchers, real cash or ASTC (and other cryptocurrencies), all from their smartphone or device.

Our platform is open-sourced, allowing the majority of ASTC tokens to be controlled by users 
and investors. With ASTC tokens, users can have access to the application. Also, these tokens 
can be redeemed in rewards – at four-month intervals.  Currently, 200,000 ASTC tokens have 
been reserved through an initial airdrop to potential users of the DApp all around the world.  
These reserved tokens will be vested in the smart contract for three months after the ICO has 
ended. The vesting period will be used to prevent the tokens from being sold on the exchange 
immediately after the ICO has finished.  This way, we can have some time to educate the ASTC 
token owners (the travellers), on how to use their tokens within the DApp and how to buy ASTC 
from investors who are looking to sell their ASTC tokens for a profit.

Airsave Travel gives users the opportunity to see how they will fund their travels by letting them 
save in crypto-points, which enables them to see how saving virtually can easily triple real earnings. 
Users can also track their trip save and earn balances in real time, earn monthly, recurring 
rewards by inviting their friends, watch their friend referral list grow and withdraw their savings 
and earnings as travel vouchers from our exclusive partner STA Travel, or up to 80% in ASTC 
tokens or other cryptocurrencies - all from their smartphone or device. Both users and investors 
have a lot to benefit from our platform.

Distinguished as the one-click technology, Airsave Travel will require no sign in, login 
or install. It will utilize blockchain technology to seamlessly attract, authenticate and reward 
all users who want to save and earn money for their travels with their friends. Currently, the 
process of saving up for a trip is a centralized, individual effort dependent on a single source 
of income and some variable factors. Using the blockchain, Airsave Travel will convert 
this problematic, isolated struggle into a shared, collaborative effort that enables users to refer 
friends and earn money per referral, in addition to other perks given by the platform. The 
platform itself employs a clear strategy for generating revenue, and because of its blockchain 
basis, its rules are fixed and free of human interference.

> BUY NOW
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What this means is that potentially, there now exists a platform operating on the immutable rules 
of the blockchain, which gives regular people the opportunity to use the blockchain to make 
money and save money for their travels, with a simple user interface and easily understandable 
rules. As of July 2017, the current version of Airsave Travel is available via Apple’s App Store, 
where it has amassed over 4,000 early adopters. The Airsave Travel distributed app is also under 
construction and is slated for release later in 2018. 

UNIQUE FEATURES
  
Certain things make our platform to be outstanding. Our platform is designed with specific 
unique features, which make us the only company offering the kind of services we deliver.  

• Free to use 

An exciting feature of our platform is the fact that it is free to use. Users are allowed to save and 
earn in crypto-points before they pay the fixed investment of £20 per month or its equivalent in 
ASTC.  

• Save for real 

Users can save a real £20 (or equivalent in ASTC) as well as earn a real £5 (or its eqivalent in 
crypto) every month, for each friend who saves for real too.  

• Earn recurring rewards

Users can save with ten friends to earn £240 every four months. Also, users can save with fifty 
friends to earn £1040 every four months (or equivalent in ASTC/other crypto and STA Travel 
vouchers).   

• Refer friends 

Our platform allows users to reap the rewards for referring friends. The platform is designed 
in such a way that a user can see his/her Facebook friends pop up on their respective referral 
list, when they use simple integrated sharing tools.  

• Great User Experience

The platform is designed to allow users to track their monthly savings and earnings in real time 
on the DApp – in real money and crypto points. 

• STA Travel vouchers 

Users can redeem their savings and earnings every four months in STA Travel vouchers, or up 
to 80% in ASTC or other cryptocurrencies (and 20% STA Travel vouchers).

> BUY NOW
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• Straightforward monthly subscription fee and earning
  
The fixed monthly subscription fee is £20 in fiat currency or its equivalent in ASTC. Users have 
the option to pay £20 in fiat /ASTC on a monthly basis or £80 in fiat/ASTC every four months.

Because users begin by saving in crypto-points, they need to purchase the value of the credits 
they have collected to withdraw their earnings. By covering the fixed investment of their travel 
savings balance, they will release their uncapped referral earnings.   

As the number of referrals is uncapped, our travel saving service provides substantial returns. 
For each friend, a user earns a virtual £5 every month. To redeem savings, a user must invest 
£20 per month for four months (or equivalent in ASTC).

Each user pays with fiat or ASTC, and the money is stored in the user’s wallet. When a user 
spends in £80 every four months, Airsave Travel makes £5 per month per referral.

When a user saves £20 per month (or equivalent in ASTC), only £10 of that is the user’s saving, 
while £5 of that goes to the person who referred that user and the other £5 goes to Airsave travel. 
This means that Airsave travel’s profit is £5 every month, per real saving user. It is through this 
that we ensure the sustainability of our platform.
  
• Implementation of Civic for KYC

An essential feature of our platform is the implementation of Civic for KYC. Civic Reusable 
KYC is a blockchain-based tool, which we have employed mainly for account verification purposes. 
Its use cut across several fields including cryptocurrency and travel. Therefore, we consider it as a 
vital tool for our platform. We utilize this tool for some purposes such as for security purpose as 
well as to follow every necessary current (and upcoming) regulations in our field.

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CIVIC FOR KYC
  
An essential feature of our platform is the implementation of Civic for KYC. Civic Reusable 
KYC is a blockchain-based tool, which we have employed mainly for account verification 
purposes. Its use cut across several fields including cryptocurrency and travel. Therefore, we 
consider it as a vital tool for our platform. We utilize this tool for some purposes such as for 
security purpose as well as to follow every necessary current (and upcoming) regulations in our 
field. 

Below is an illustration on how it works: 

> BUY NOW
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REQUESTER
Defines what KYC elements 
they require from the Civic 

Marketplace - Verified Identity.

Signs up with Civic 
Secure Sign On to the 

Requester service.

User provides 
KYC documents 

for verification in 
the Civic App.

Requester Pays
CVCs for ID
Verification

Services.

User finishes Sign-up & 
KYC process by approving 

the Authenticated 
Data transfer to the 

Requester.

Confirms User identity, sends 
Attentation to the Blockchain, 

receivesCVCs.

The Authenticated Data is 
added to the User Civic App.

Creates wallet
& fund with CVCs. 

USER

VALIDATOR
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Civic Reusable KYC has a number of benefits that encouraged us to do KYC with Civic. These 
benefits are identified below:  

With Civic Reusable KYC, organizations 
easily obtain proof that identity information 

has been authenticated by a trusted institution. 
The company (Service Provider) in need of 

KYC receives only the necessary data to fulfill 
the request. By eliminating the sharing of 

unnecessary ammounts of data, Civic KYC 
works to maintain user privacy.

Building a proprietary KYC capability is a 
costly, risky and time-consuming proposition. 
Companies of any size can simplify their user 

onboarding experience by using the Civic 
Reusable KYC. Users only need to submit their 
data once in the Civic App to get verified and 
register for a new account. There’s no need to 
input data multiple times and with the Civic 
App, you can varify IDs and your Accredited 

investor status on your phone.

Private Convenient
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HOW EXACTLY DOES OUR CURRENT VERSION WORK? 

As of July 2017, Airsave Travel is free to download from the Apple App Store, where it has 
amassed over 4,000 early adopters, (with a DApp/distributed app being built in 2018). After 
downloading Airsave Travel, the app links to users’ social media accounts where they share 
their referral codes with their friends, to start earning recurring rewards. Users can use virtual 
credits to begin saving straight away, adding £10 per month to their travel savings account - 
which they track through the app’s front-end system. However, travel savings only make up 
part of a user’s final account balance. In addition to their travel savings, users earn a monthly, 
recurring £5 credit - for each online friend or contact they refer to the service - using the app’s 
integrated social sharing functionality.  

A user receives a virtual credit of £10 every month to try out Airsave Travel, and they also 
receive a virtual credit of £5 every month multiplied by the number of friends they save with on 
the platform. Every payment made is used to make increasing returns to the users by dividing 
them in the process outlined below:

Assuming a user saves the fixed sum of £20 each month, which comes to £80 over a four-month 
period, that amount is divided as follows:  

12 I page

Reusable KYC lowers the total cost of ownership, 
as a user only ever gets verified once. This 

dramatically reduces the overhead cost related 
to compliance and fraud prevention controls.

The Civic App stores a user’s PII securely on 
the user’s device using high-level encryption 

and biometric locks (such as fingerprint ID). The 
user reviews all requests for their information, and 
chooses whether to approve or deny the request 
of the Service Provider. The data remains under 
the user’s full control, and the Civic App makes 
it harder for malicious groups or hackers to gain 

access to a user’s information.

Reusable Secure
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£10 is deposited directly into the user’s travel savings wallet, to be withdrawn as STA Travel 
vouchers, cash or ASTC tokens. £5 is retained by Airsave Travel as an administrative fee - to cover 
the running costs of the application and servers. £5 is deposited directly into the savings wallet of 
the person who referred the user.   

At this point, the user has their referral earnings added to their account. Every person who they 
have referred contributes £5 into the user’s savings wallet - growing their travel savings every 
month.  

In this way, users are rewarded for referring friends and growing the app’s user base. Not only 
does Airsave Travel benefit by increasing its user base, but users also benefit as their earnings 
grow proportionally along with the site’s user base. 

If a user refers up to 10 friends, they will turn their £80 travel savings into STA Travel vouchers or 
up to 80% in fiat (the rest in travel vouchers), every four months.  

All of the money distributed to savers comes directly from the profits of Airsave Travel; when a 
user saves £20, Airsave Travel takes £10 and pays £5 to the user’s referring a friend.  

To protect users who refer no friends from losing money on the platform, Airsave Travel ensures 
that these users are only able to save virtual credits until they hit a five-referral threshold - ensuring 
that users only pay fiat money when they see real returns.   

Currently, the platform backend can manage and track the travel savings balances of about 200,000 
users. When user demand fills up this capacity, it is expected that Airsave Travel will recoup annual 
profits of £12,000,000, most of which will be continuously recycled into the business - to make 
sure the platform keeps growing and users keep earning good returns.  

As Airsave Travel’s user base grows, so will the app’s functionality. 2018 will see a global 
marketing push, UX and backend functionality improvements in its new decentralized application.   
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AIRSAVE TRAVEL PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Airsave Travel is currently available as a centralised product on the AppStore, which is 
designed in a way that enables transparency, as each user can see their friends’ savings and 
earnings. Aside from that, a user can view information on his/her earnings, savings as well 
as an increase or transaction made.

Below are screenshots that provide a graphical view of our product:

Screenshot 1: This screenshot
shows the friends who a user is saving 
for travel with. These friends can be 
seen on the user’s referral list as seen 
in the screenshot below.
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Name

Email

Referred by

City

DOB

Contact

Total Holiday Savings £200

Invite your friends

Sarah Dales

London

0

N/A

INVITE
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Screenshot 3: This screenshot shows a user’s virtual
and real earnings in real time, month by month. Users can 
check their earnings as all savings and earnings are logged 
in the back-end admin panel. Also, the back-end is de-
signed in a way that allows Airsave Travel know what to pay 
users when they save and earn with their friends.

Screenshot 2: This screenshot is the
profile page of a user. This page contains 
information on the user (that is, the saver) 
and the total she has earned by saving and 
earning for travels with friends since she 
joined. (NB. Personal info can only be seen 
by the user, who owns the account.)
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REFER JUST 5 FRIENDS TO EARN £25 EVERY
SINGLE MONTH.*
THERE ARE NO LIMITS ON HOW MANY PEOPLE
YOU CAN REFER.
*EARNINGS ARE BASED ON ACTIVE SAVERS

Sarah Dales
Your referral code is SA70AT25

Your Referral List

July 2017

£ 25 £ 0

You can see your monthly earnings

My Savings

VIRTUAL REAL

*Your real earnings are based on active servers
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Screenshot 5: This screenshot shows the 
payment information of a user. Active savers can redeem 
savings and earnings every 4 months. They can tick the 
box on this page to choose 100% in travel vouchers or 80% 
in cash and the rest in travel vouchers.  (The decentralised 
version of Airsave Travel will be similar, although users 
will have the choice of paying in ASTC and receiving 
a portion of their earnings in cryptocurrency and STA 
Travel vouchers.)

Remember, you only save real money with
Airsave Travel once you’ve referred five friends
to our service and start to earn £25 each month.
Until then, you’ll start earning once you’ve hit
five sign-ups

Your referral code is SA70AT25

Refer your friends and you’ll make £5 every single
month for each friend saving with us.

So Let’s Begin

Refer friends

Refer Your Friends Today

Once you and your friends are all active savers,
you can withdraw your Airsave Travel saving as
STA vouchers or in cash every four months.
Please choose how you would like to withdraw
your saving:

 Travel Vouchers (up to 100%

 Cash (up to 80%)

We’ll let you know when your next payment is due.

Make payment via PayPal to redeem
your savings:

Make a £20 payment for this month

 Make a £80 payment every four months

Payment

Screenshot 4: All users are assigned a unique 
referral code. With this code, Airsave Travel keeps track 
savings and earnings of each user. Users refer their 
friends by clicking the referral button – this links to all 
their social media channels such as Facebook, Twitter, 
email, and messages. They can refer/save with as many 
people as they wish but a user can only be referred once.

http://airsavetravel.com/#buytokens
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CASE STUDY

Attached (and outlined below) is a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with the following data 
represented on it:  
The way it works is user A refers user B. User A will receive £5 every month they are both 
saving (effectively from user B). Once they save the equivalent each month over 4 months 
(total of £80), they can redeem their uncapped earnings. Every user has a unique referral 
code and user B will only ever pay his referral fee to user A, THROUGHOUT THE 
SAVING PERIOD OF 4 month intervals. (They redeem savings and earnings in crypto / 
min of 20 percent in STA travel vouchers.) User A and user B must both be saving in real 
money to redeem savings and earnings. (You can refer as many people as you like hence 
the uncapped earnings.)
User A saves £20 in fiat /equivalent in ASTC each month - on the Airsave Travel platform.   
User A has referred 10 friends who are also saving £20 each month.
User A receives £5 each month per friend from Airsave Travel.
Every user saves £10 of the £20 for every month they save with Airsave Travel.  
User A is thus making £50 per month plus their other £10 saving.    
Adding those figures together, User A is making £60 X 4 = £240 / equivalent in any 
cryptocurrency and a minimum of 20% STA Travel vouchers.   
Removing the £80 User A paid in over 4 months; User A is essentially earning £160 every 
4 months.)  
To find out how much you could be making from Airsave Travel, edit cell B5 on the attracted 
excel spreadsheet which shows the number of friends you refer. Currently, it is set to 10, 
but if you change it to 20 for example, the final result automatically shows your 4-month 
earnings to reflect the increased earnings.  

Please double click the table to open it in an excel spreadsheet: 

Monthly Referral Earnings

Monthly Savings

Total Monthly Earnings

4-Months Earnings

AIRSAVE TRAVEL EARNINGS METHODOLOGY  

DESCRIPTION NUMBER 
OF 
FRIENDS 
REFERRED

REFERRAL 
BONUS (PER 
FRIEND)

 

10 5

AMOUNT
(£) 

20.00

50.00

10.00

40.00

160.00

http://airsavetravel.com/#buytokens
http://www.airsavetravel.com/doc/Spreadsheet_Airsave_Travel.xlsx


It is important to note that Airsave Travel is a travel saving app/DApp, so users must take a 
minimum of 20% of their savings and earnings as STA travel vouchers. The remainder of the 
earned amount will be paid in ASTC/other crypto or fiat, depending on the user’s preference. 
Once users pay fiat currency into the app, it can be exchanged for some of the 125 million ASTC 
available post-ICO, where it can then begin to grow in value and earn returns for the user.     

NOTE: referral fees are earned EVERY month- so if A refers B, £5 is paid every month to 
A- every month A and B are both saving (they save in crypto points before they commit to 
real money). A user can save with as many friends as they wish, but a referral fee can only 
be paid to one person.

VALUE EXCHANGE 

Aside from the unique features of our platform, a major highlight that makes our platform 
outstanding is its value exchange. This means that the platform allows the exchange of value 
not just for users, but also for investors. There is a high-value exchange as the platform is a 
win-win for everyone – us, our investors and our users.

The platform allows users to create a travel saving club. This club is established when they 
save with their friends. A travel saving club is an avenue for a user to earn more on our 
platform.  The more friends they save with on the platform, the more money they save for 
their trips. What this suggests is that users are in control of who they save with and how much 
money they earn. It also means that all users will not gain the same amount of money for their 
travels. Nevertheless, everyone has the potential to achieve an equal share. It all depends on 
how much a user saves, as well as the number of friends such a user saves with on the platform.

The trading token is another means of value exchange. As a user or an investor, you can sell 
your ASTC tokens to other travellers within the DApp. This means that a user or an investor 
can earn from trading tokens. This will ensure that there is constant supply and demand, and 
there will be no means for value depreciation. Since there will be steady supply and demand, 
we are confident of an increase in the price and value of the ASTC tokens.

We firmly believe that through the trading of tokens, we can enhance and sustain the value of 
ASTC token. This trading is done in two significant ways:
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1.    Investors can sell their tokens to travellers on the DApp and the exchanges
2.    Travellers can sell their tokens to other travellers on the DApp

Our team will put in all necessary efforts to ensure that the value of ASTC token does not drop, 
but continues to be on the rise. We will also sustain the feature of value exchange that makes our 
platform outstanding.

OUR TOKENOMICS

ASTC token is an ERC-20 Token. Investors who participate in our private and public sale will 
receive ASTC in return for their ETH contribution. During the contribution, the smart contract 
automatically swaps the tokens and sends ASTC to the ETH address provided by the investor.

To ensure safety and efficiency of the ICO, raised funds will be stored on a ledger in a bank 
based in Hamburg, Germany. This means that all funds raised via the smart contract 
are immediately transferred over to the ledger in the bank, which is split into three transaction 
phases during September and November 2018, to fund the project. The contributed ETH is 
transferred to a cold storage wallet address (ETH address of ledger), where it will be stored by 
Mero Ventures in a vault managed by a bank in Germany. Mero Ventures will be responsible for 
sending the acquired funds to www.cumberlandmining.com, who then transfers the money in 
FIAT to Airsave Travel’s bank account.

Airdrop tokens which have been earned via referrals on Airsave Travel’s 14K Telegram 
supergroup will be allocated to respective wallets three months after the ICO has ended.

Ultimately, investors can sell ASTC tokens to travellers, who are already registered on the 
DApp.  (NB. The current app has 4000 downloads, and potential users have already reserved 
200,000 ASTC tokens from all over the world, in the initial airdrop.)

Furthermore, we have structured our platform in such a way that the smart contract will retain 
200,000 airdrop tokens for three months after the ICO has ended. Currently, a total of one 
million ASTC have been allocated to be given away for free. The remaining 800,000 free 
airdrop tokens will be assigned by Airsave Travel to reward users when they save with their 
friends within the new DApp. These free 800,000 ASTC will be given away quickly to attract 
new travel savers to the DApp, as well encouraging new users to earn for their travels with their 
friends.

http://airsavetravel.com/#buytokens
http://www.cumberlandmining.com


Post-sale token behavior

ASTC airdrop tokens will have a vesting period of 3 months after the ICO has ended. During 
this time, tokens will not be transferable. The vesting is done to prevent the tokens from being 
sold on the exchange immediately after the ICO has ended.  This way, we can have some time 
to educate the ASTC token owners (the travellers) on how to use their tokens within the DApp, 
and how to buy ASTC from investors who are looking to sell their ASTC tokens for a profit.

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

100 mill
7.5 mill

7.5 mill
10 mill

Main ICO
Bounties & Founders
Pre ICO 1
Pre ICO 2

Grand Total of ASTC: 125 million

TOKEN ALLOCATION (%)

Fund raising
Bounties
Founders

94%
of the token
will be sold
to the public

94%
4%
2%
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USE OF PROCEEDS

8%
20%

10%
50%

12%

Exchange/Legal Expenses
Airsave Travel Reserves
Marketing & Business Development
Operational Expenses
Software Development

Key Dates 

Begins on
4th August

2018

Begins on
8th Octobe r

2018

Main ICO
Begins on

24th September
2018

Pre ICO 2
Begins on

10th September
2018

Pre ICO 1 Private Sale: 

0 50% 100% 150% 200%

ICO Terms

PreICO1

PreICO2

Main ICO

5% of AirsaveCoin tokens to be sold

5% of AirsaveCoin tokens to be sold

100% bonus AirsaveCoin tokens

25% bonus AirsaveCoin tokens

No bonus AirsaveCoin tokens
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AIRSAVE TRAVEL AS AN INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

Cryptocurrency trading is a lucrative investment opportunity for all savvy investors. Three 
factors make it a good investment option. 

First, there is less liquidity in the industry. The cryptocurrency industry is not as liquid as 
the FX market. As a result, it is subject to drastic fluctuations when high volume orders are 
placed. This creates an opportunity for investors to make money when the difference between 
the buying price and selling price is significant.  

Second, the cryptocurrency industry is quite volatile. Prices are always rising and falling 
depending on the market changes. This makes it the perfect market for speculative investors. 
Whenever a cryptocurrency falls, investors can purchase the coins only to sell them off when 
the value rises. The drastic difference in prices makes this the best investment option for most.
  
The final alternative is making money by leveraging the price differences that exist in 
cryptocurrency exchanges. Unlike the FX market where there is a lot of stringent regulation 
to ensure that currency prices are stable in all markets, the cryptocurrency market is largely 
unregulated. As a result, there are substantial differences in the buying and selling prices of 
different exchanges. Investors can leverage these differences to make significant profits. Even 
though the margins are not that big, a large number of trades can prove lucrative. This is an 
untapped opportunity that few investors have been able to maximize.  

For investors using our platform there are three available options on how they can make use 
of their tokens. 

One of such options is to access the DApp once it has been made. As an investor, you can use 
our tokens to access our decentralized travel saving app and initiate the process of saving and 
earning money for all your travels. 

Another option is to trade on the exchange. In late October, the ICO will complete and will 
be listed on a small/medium sized exchange. In two years, our team is committed to ensuring 
we get listed on a more significant exchange. This means there is a considerable exchange 
potential for investors. 

The third option is to cash out ASTC tokens using https://cumberlandmining.com. This 
platform will assist investors to exchange large sums of crypto (raised funds) to FIAT (USD, 
GBP or Euro). The minimum trade is $100K. More precisely, this includes the total trade 
amount for all investments who wish to exchange ASTC for fiat; therefore, it means the 
$100K minimum is not restricted to per investor.
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Aside from these three options, investors can sell their ASTC tokens to travellers on the DApp just 
as they can also sell on the exchange. For travellers, they can sell their tokens to other travellers on 
the DApp. Airsave Travel is providing a great investment opportunity for every investor, who is 
looking for an effective way to increase earnings. These earned tokens can then be converted into 
real gains through trading of the tokens either to travellers on our platform, or via the exchange.

TEAM (HEADQUARTERS ARE IN LONDON, UK.) 

Sarah Dales (Founder, CEO)
Drawing upon years of experience at Goldman Sachs, Barclays Wealth and HSBC in London, as 
well as building several successful businesses, Sarah created the Airsave Travel concept and had 
directed the entire project - for more than three years. 

Mero Ventures (ICO consultants and advisors)
Mero Ventures is a full-service consultancy for start-ups and established businesses offering 
solutions in the field of ICO’s, blockchains and digital assets, but also advises on portfolio 
management. Mero Ventures was founded in January 2018 which has obtained the trust of 
well-known brands and financial institutions on their way to their own ICO. 

Vivek Verma  (Lead developer)
Vivek is a director of Algosoft Apps Technologies. He has provided technical support to the 
Airsave Travel project since 2014, and he is responsible for the successful launch of the 
distributed application.  

Marina Baslina (Marketing Strategist & Adviser)
Holds a Masters in Marketing from the Higher School of Economics (Moscow) and has 
developed various projects for the IT and blockchain community. Marina is highly active in 
the crypto world and is CMO for the successful ICO: CrowdCoinage. 

Faisal Ahmed (Front End Graphic Designer)  
Faisal is an experienced, high level, ICO Graphic Designer, skilled in motion graphic and 
illustration. Faisal has supported the entire Airsave Travel project to create clean-cut, 
futuristic designs for the marketing campaign, website and DApp.   

Jerry Fuqua (Adviser)  
Based in Silicon Valley, Jerry is the project director at the Octalysis Group, where he has been 
responsible for 25 years of building successful businesses.
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Charlotte Thornton (Adviser)  
A seasoned Silicon Valley entrepreneur, Charlotte is the CTO of the Clean Copper Supply Chain 
Alliance, dedicated research, and development consortium.   

Saurav Tomar (Adviser) 
Founder at ICOhunt.co, ICO advisor at REPU token and Cibus world.  

Dmitry Pshenin (Adviser)
Cryptoinvestor. Founder of ICO board. Managing partner at TokenUP Agency. Expertise in 
fund offerings, business development strategies and peer-to-peer investment marketplaces. 
Adviser for ICO Bench and Sishub. 
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ROADMAP 

 

 

 
 

DEC 2014 JUL 2017
JUN 2016

MAR 2015 MAY 2017

Idea. Airsave Travel Ltd
begins development of a 

social saving travel app. 

Launch. The Airsave Travel 
app hits the Apple App Store, 
attracting thousands of users 
in a few short weeks. 

MVP testing. The initial build 
of the Airsave Travel app 
enters an extensive beta 

testing period.  

Partnership. Airsave Travel becomes an official partner 
of STA Travel, the adventure travel experts. Airsave 

Travel is now able to directly turn users’ savings 
into STA Travel vouchers -

at no cost to the user. 

Expertise. Airsave Travel’s 
team grows - with the 

addition of Silicon Valley 
investment and development 

experts.
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3

5
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OCT 2017

NOV 2018

JAN 2019

AUG 2018

OCT 2018
OCT 2018

JAN 2018

NOV 2018
OCT 2018

ICO. Work begins on raising an 
ICO to facilitate expansion.  

3rd transaction phase 

Growth. Backed by the growing 
value of ASTC tokens and 
an expanding user base, 

Airsave Travel will continue 
to grow and develop, helping 
travellers save and earn for 
their next travel adventure - 

anywhere in the world. 

work begins on research and 
compiling official white paper 

Visa. The development of a
dedicated Airsave Travel

pre-paid card will allow ASTC
token holders to spend them 
online and at POS terminals. 

- ICO is listed on small/ 
medium sized exchange 

ICO launch

2nd transaction phase 

11

13

Build. Expand the software 
development of Airsave 
Travel as a decentralised 

application (DApp) 

12

9

14

7

15

16

10

8

6OCT 2018
ICO ends

SEP 2018
1st transaction phase
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CONCLUSION 

Airsave Travel is a game-changing part of the ongoing blockchain revolution because it takes on 
the process of saving money and converts it from a slow, laborious, isolated and individual process, 
into a social process that generates steady returns and is entirely transparent.  Aside from being 
transparent, there is the feature of decentralization, which is a major highlight of the blockchain 
technology. Decentralization enables the ASTC token to increase in value as opposed to saving and 
earning in fiat.

Users get to benefit significantly from our platform. The platform allows users to earn an income and 
increase their fixed investment – based on the number of referrals they make. Airsave Travel offers a 
useful User Interface that helps users track their savings and earnings on the go.  

Users without referrals are exempted from paying in fiat currency/ASTC until a certain number of 
referrals has been reached - so that they do not have to pay in any money until their earnings exceed 
their savings (of the fixed investment of £20/ASTC equivalent - per month).  

Airsave Travel leverages a strategic and exclusive partnership with STA Travel to ensure users 
receive a portion of their savings and earnings in travel vouchers - from a successful, global travel 
company.

As a win-win value exchange platform, investors are open to some significant benefits. Aside from 
the fact that investors can become a saver, saving and earning for travel, they can sell their tokens 
to travellers on the platform.  Investors can also trade their tokens on the exchange. This means that 
investors have an excellent opportunity to increase earnings through trading of ASTC Tokens.

Post-ICO, the limited number of Airsave Travel Coin tokens in existence will continually appreciate 
in value as the site’s user volumes increase. This appreciation in value means that investors can 
recieve high returns from their investment on our platform.
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LEGAL NOTICES 

Airsave Travel Ltd is Registered in the U.K. Companies House with Company Registration number 
07963483.  

The AIRSAVE TRAVEL service and the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform are provided strictly on an 
“as available” and “as is” basis. No assurances or representations of any type, direct or otherwise, 
are made regarding the operation of the service or the content, information, materials, or products 
displayed on the website.   

No express or implied representations or warranties regarding the AIRSAVE TRAVEL service and 
website, or the products or services provided therein are made. Therefore, any implied warranties 
of AIRSAVE TRAVEL merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement are 
expressly disclaimed and excluded. Also, we make no representation that the operation of our service 
will be uninterrupted or error-free, and we will not be liable for the consequences of any interruptions 
or errors be they direct, secondary, related, penal, or consequential.  

AIRSAVE TRAVEL, its officers, representatives, employees, managers, and salespersons, shall not 
in any way hold any liability for any loss/damages (direct or indirect) arising out of or in connection 
with your use of or your inability to use the AIRSAVE TRAVEL service and website, even if we 
have been duly advised of the possibility of such damages.  

ASTC is not an investment. There is no guarantee that the ASTC you purchase will increase in value 
or provide any return.  AIRSAVE TRAVEL does not confer exclusive ownership or arbitrary right 
to control. Possession of AIRSAVE TRAVEL tokens does not grant the holder private ownership or 
sole equity in the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform as a whole. No one individual has exclusive rights 
or power over the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform.   

The purchaser’s AIRSAVE TRAVEL can only be accessed with login credentials selected by the 
purchaser. The loss of these credentials will result in the loss of AIRSAVE TRAVEL. To prevent 
such a situation, it is strongly recommended that the holder should safely store credentials in one or 
more backup locations that are geographically separated from the working area, and are accessible 
in the event of an emergency.  As they grow in popularity and application, Blockchain technologies 
have also become subject to regulatory attention and action by government and financial industry 
organizations around the world. The functioning of the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform and AIRSAVE 
TRAVEL tokens could thus be impacted by any regulatory inquiries or actions, including but not 
limited to restrictions on the use or possession of digital tokens like AIRSAVE TRAVEL, which 
could impede or restrict the development of the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform.  
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Following the token sale and the development of the initial version of the AIRSAVE TRAVEL 
platform, it is possible that blockchain-based savings platforms could be established, which 
operate using same open source code and open source protocol underlying the AIRSAVE 
TRAVEL platform. The AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform may have to compete with these 
alternative platforms, which could potentially negatively impact the performance of the 
AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform and AIRSAVE TRAVEL.   

It is possible that large numbers of individuals will not use the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform, 
and that there will be limited public interest in the creation and development of distributed 
applications. Such a lack of interest could impact the development of the AIRSAVE TRAVEL 
platform and therefore the potential uses or value of AIRSAVE TRAVEL.   

The AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform is presently under development and may undergo 
significant changes before its full release. Any expectations regarding the form and 
functionality of AIRSAVE TRAVEL or the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform held by the 
purchaser may not be met upon release, for any number of reasons including a change 
in the design and implementation plans and execution of the AIRSAVE TRAVEL 
platform.   

Hackers or other groups or organizations may attempt to interfere with the AIRSAVE 
TRAVEL platform or the availability of AIRSAVE TRAVEL in any number of ways, 
including without limitation denial of service attacks, Sybil attacks, spoofing, smurf-
ing, malware attacks, or consensus-based attacks.   

The AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform consists of software that is based on open-source 
software. There is a risk that the AIRSAVE TRAVEL team or other third parties may 
intentionally or unintentionally introduce weaknesses or bugs into the core infrastructural 
elements of the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform, interfering with the use of or causing 
the loss of AIRSAVE TRAVEL or ASTC.   
  
Advances in cryptography, or technical advances such as the development of quantum 
computers, could present risks to cryptocurrencies and the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform, 
which could result in the theft or loss of AIRSAVE TRAVEL or ASTC.   

While AIRSAVE TRAVEL should not be viewed as an investment, it may return value 
over time. That value may be limited if the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform lacks use 
and adoption. If this becomes the case, there may be few or no profits to draw from 
or even a loss of your initial investment.
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It is possible that the AIRSAVE TRAVEL platform malfunctions in an unfavorable way, including 
but not limited to one that results in the loss of AIRSAVE TRAVEL or ASTC.   

Cryptocurrency is a relatively new and untested technology. In addition to the risks set forth here, 
there are risks that the AIRSAVE TRAVEL team cannot anticipate. Risks may further materialize 
as unanticipated combinations or variations of the risks set forth here.  
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